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Genetic Diversity
At the CITA de Aragon a sweet cherry collection with more than 100 accessions, that 
includes modern cultivars, antique accessions and local varieties, is conserved. 
Part of the work of this collection includes its maintenance and characterization. 
As part of this work we carry out molecular characterization (using SSRs and 
SNPs) and genetic diversity studies of all the plant material conserved. We also 
carry out the collection of local varieties within the framework of a project that 
aims to conserve the local diversity. 
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S-locus genotyping and diversity
Due to self-incompatibility, sweet cherries need the availability of compatible pollen to ensure fruit set 
and therefore it is relevant to determine cultivar cross-compatibility for correct orchard 
establishment. Sweet cherry cultivars are cross-incompatible when their S-genotype is the same and 
are, accordingly, classified into the same Incompatibility Group. The S-locus, being multi-allelic, can 
also be used as a genetic marker for cultivar identification and the study of genetic diversity. As part 
of our research we investigate the S-genotype of local varieties and cultivars by molecular and 
pollination techniques, as well as the S-locus diversity in local and wild cherries from Spain.
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Self-compatible varieties
Self-compatibility is a primary objective of sweet cherry breeding. In Spain 
some local varieties are self-compatible. This trait is being 
characterized to develop tools that allow early selection and to 
complete our understanding of the self-incompatibility system. Self- 
compatibility in one of these varieties, ‘Cristobalina’, is caused by a 
mutation of a modifier unlinked to the S-locus,  genetically mapped in 
sweet cherry linkage group 3. Work is on course to further characterize 
this trait in these accessions and to identify markers for early selection 
and the genes involved.
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